
In the very last weeks of this long wet winter it finally (during these Corona 
times) became apparent why this winter’s wardrobe was so successful. Rollies 
and scarves converted into skirts did the job. Not only over tights, but also 
over the old trousers, that have proven their worth sitting on a horse or doing 
all kinds of work on the land and in the workshop. 

But why the scarves? On a somewhat warmer day in March I tried a pair of 
trousers over tights combined with a turtleneck. It soon turned out that a scarf, 
draped around loins, hips and thighs was much more comfortable. Without 
tights, over the rather old looking narrow black and blue cotton jersey trousers 
with pockets. In addition, a black turtleneck and black wool socks turned out 
to be an ideal garment for transition periods. 

Now temperatures have risen and all is too warm. So, what next? How replace 
the wool turtleneck without resorting to blouses military style, polos or 
dropped necklines? And, - start bare legs and flat little summer shoes now?  

I'll probably first look through the summer things I collected last year and 
take stock in the justified hope of finding a solution for the transitional period 
that also will serve well in summer and autumn. No choice about it, we must 
dress. So solution are needed. 

Not too many parts, all of them well washable and exchangeable in style. Dirt-
repellent and comfortable. Useful for work and leisure and, with a bit of dress 
up, also good for social occasions. That is my hope and request. 

A first draft of the idea that followed you will find in the German version. 

Later: … okay, last year’s summer garments sorted. There is enough there, all 
old and well worn… saves me the time to deal with new design and production 
processes now… maybe in August… 


